Clinical Educator Incentive Program 2023-2024

We are excited to share the following 2023 – 2024 clinical educator incentives.

- The opportunity to receive YOUR ANNUAL CASLPO FEES! All clinical educators (CEs) from each clinical course (i.e., SLP1500, 1508 and 2500) will automatically be entered into a draw in September 2024 for FULL reimbursement of their College registration fees! There will be six lucky recipients in total!
  - CEs who take multiple students will receive one entry per student!
- **$25 Gift Cards** for each clinical educator of a full-time, paired or group model placement with 2 CEs : 2+ students (# of students in group = # of CEs)
- **$50 Gift Cards** for a sole clinical educator of a full-time, paired or group model placement with 1 CE : 2+ students (# of students exceeds # of CEs)
- Teaching Clinic and Lab Facilitator contributions. Sites will receive a **$30 payment for every 3 labs/Teaching Clinic contributions** per CE per academic year.
- **Site payments** of $10/day/student to be used for clinical education related expenses such as professional education, materials and more. For an eight-week placement, this is up to $400 for a single student or $800 for a pair!
- Eligible to apply for a **Adjunct Appointment**. Among the many benefits is unlimited access to the University of Toronto library, one of the largest in North America!